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held that marking the surface with a fish-line is an infringement. It
is insisted by complainant that marking off the blocks on the surface
at the time of laying the pavement with a marker about one-sixteenth
of an inch in depth is an infringement. I am unable to perceive that
the mere running along the surface of that blunt and rounded marker
one-sixteenth of an inch in depth, there being no cutting elsewhere,
is making a joint. I fail to see that that is an infringement.
'rhe complainant is entitled to a decree against the defendant for

the infringement by dividing the larger block into smaller ones by
cross-cutting in the manner adopted and described in the Cases of
Perine and supra, and a decree will be entered accordingly.
But I am unable to see that running the marker along the line be-
tween the old and newly-formed blocks, on the surface only, is an
infring,ement.

MAIER v. BROWN.

(Oirwit Oourt, E. D. "lfic'!igan. September 18,1883.)

1, PATENTS FOR
Plaintiff was the ownerof a patented improvement in trunks, which consisted

in covering the frame of the trunk with narrow stripS of wood, laid in close
proximity to each other, all around its top and sides. Defendant infringed hy
manufacturing and selling trunks containing the pateuted covering. fIeld,
that plaintiff could not recover the net profits mad! by defendant in the man-
ufacture and sale of the entire trunk, but was limited to such as wae properly
attributable to his improvement.

3. OF DAMAGES.
A proper method of estimating: damages would be to take the profits made

by the defendant upon one of these trunks, anll deduct from them the profits
upon an ordinary trunk of similar size and general description. TllC dtiIerencc
might be properly credited to plainWrs invention.

In Equity. On exceptions to master's report.
This was a bill to recover damages for the infringement of plain-

tiff's patent, No. 72,988, for an improvement in trunks. The inven-
tion consisted "in covering the frame of the trunk with narrow strips
of wood, laid in close proximity to each other all around its top ancl
sides." Plaintiff obtained an interlocutory decree, with reference to
a master to compute the damages. In his report the master allowed
the plaintiff the entire net profits made by the defendant in the manu-
facture and sale of 3it dozen of trunks covered by the patent, amount-
ing to $1,412.72. Exceptions were filed, principally upon the ground
that plaintiff failed to separate the profits attributable to his patent
from those arising from other parts of the trunk.
Geo. H. Lothrop, for plaintiff.
C. J. Hunt, for defendant.
BROWN, J. There is no douht whatever of the general proposition

that the patentee of an improvement is limited in Lis recovery to
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such profits as may be properly apportioned to the use 'of his improve.
ment. He can only recover profits upon the entire article when such
article is wholly his own invention, or when its entire value is prop.
erly and legally attributable to the patented feature. Seymour v. Mc-
Cormick, 16 How. 480; Mowry v. T7hitney, 14 Wall. 620; Littlefield
v. PeT1y, 21 Wall. 205; Elizabeth v. Pavement Co. 97 U. S. 126; Gar.
retson v. Clllrk, 15 Blatch£. 70; Zane v. Peck, 13 FED. REP. 475; Fitch
v. Bragg, 16 FED. REP. 243.
The difficulty is in the application of this principle. 'J;huR, if one

discovers a new composition of matter, such as gun-cotton, nitro-
glycerine, or vulcanized rubber, or invents some new machine, such
as the telephone, or some new artide of manufacture, such as barbed
wire, or a new pavement, he would obviously be entitled to damages
arising from the manufacture and sale of the entire article. Upon
the other hand, if his invention were limited to some particular part
of a large machine, such as the cut-off of an engine, the axle of a
wagon, or the seat upon a mowing-machine, it is equally clear that
his recovery must be limited to such profits as arise from the man-
ufacture and sale of the patented feature. His damages, too, must be
proved, and not left to conjecture; and the fact that it is impossible
to separate the profits arising from the improvement from those in-
cident to the manufacture of the whole machine, is an insufficient
reason for awarding the plaintiff more than he is justly entitled to
receive. Philp v. Nock, 17 Wall.4HO; Calkins v. Bertrand, S FED.
REP. 755; Gould Manuf'g Co. v. Cowing, 12 Blatch£. 243. In case
he is unable to prove how much of the entire profit upon the machine
is due to his patent, he can recover only nominal damages. Blake
v. Robertson, 94 U. S. 728.
In the case under consideration the master took the view that

the plaintiff was the inventor of a rustic trnnk in :t8 entirety;
an article complete in itself, differing from anything else in use
before, and depending for its value upon the patented feature. He
accordingly allowed the plaintiff the entire net profits made by
the defendant in the manufacture and sale of the infringing trunks.
Herein, we think, the master was in error. The invention is described
as a rustic trunk, but in fact it consisted of nothing more than at-
taching to an ordinary frame strips of wood laid in close proximity
to each other, at right angles to the grain of the trunk, thereby in-
creasing its strength, durability, and beauty, and diminishing to some
extent the cost of its manufacture. These slats (for they were all
that was claimed as new) composed but a small part of the entire
trunk, and took the place only of an orilinary leather covering. There
was still the frame, the lock, hinges, catches, lining, trays, boxes, and
interior decorations unaffected by the patent. Weare bound to in-
fer there was a profit npon the manufacture and sale of these as well
as the plaintiff's attachment. A proper method of estimating dam-
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ages in such eases WOilld be to take the profits made by the defend-
ant upon one of these trunks, and deduct from them the profits .upon
an Ordinary trunk of similar size and general description. The dif-
ference might be properly attributed to the plaintiff's invention. Lo-
comotive Safety Truck Co. v. Pennsylvania Fl. Co. 2 FED. HEP. 677.
If the profits upon plaintiff's trunks were no larger than upon an

ordinary trunk, it would indicate that he had suffered no damages
legally capable of estimation. It is true that defendant may have
sold trunks which the plaintiff would have sold if defendant had not
infringed, but the damages thereby occasioned cannot be infbrred
without proof. BUC1'k v. Imhaeuscr, 2 Ban. & A. 452.
Defendant's sales may have been the result of supenor energy,

diligence, and business capacity, or of the accidents of trade; and
we think the burden is upon the plaintiff to show that such sales were
attributable to the increased value given to the trunk by his patent.
As the case now stands there must be a decree for nominal dam-

ages only, and for a perpetual injunction.

JF;RJ!:\!IAH GODFRF;Y.

(District Court, N. D. New York. lE1S3.)

1. COLLISTON-JlIuTUAL FAULT-DIVISION OF
As the evidence in this cP.se shows that the coll'sian was occasioned bv the

fanlt of both vessd",-the schooner in negligently entering the piers of thehar-
bar, and the barge in occupying an improper position, in view of the time and
the condition of thc elements, and in maintaining sneh position, even if origi-
ginally a proper one, after it became evident that dba,t<-r could only be averted
by a change,-the aggregate of the damages to the vessels eansed by the collts-
ion should 1,e divided between the two vessels.

2. AND STATIONARY VESSELS-PREiU)[PTInN.
Where a moving vessel collides with a stationary one, it is presumed that

the former is in fault.

In Admiralty.
H. D. GOlildcr, for llbelants.
F. H. Canjielcl and Spencer Clinton, for respondent.
COXE, J. The to the baroor at Cleveland, Ohio, is

through two nearly parallel piers, extending into the lake a distance
of about 1,650 feet. They are 200 feet apart, except that they flare
in order to make a wider entrance, the distance between them at the
extreme end being 250 feet. On tile e,ening of October 4, 18S1, the
Jeremiah Godfrey lay moored at the east pier, 300 or 400 feet from
the end. The channel at this point is about 230 feet wide. The
Godfrey is· a large three-masted barge, IDS feet long and 33 feet
beam. She depends upon other vessels to tow her, having no means
of propulsion of her own. She took her position at the1Jointde:


